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1 Background
Introduction
1.1

This report presents the findings and feedback from local residents and
stakeholders on consultation undertaken on the Core Strategy Spatial
Development Options and Sustainable Neighbourhood Assessment for a 12 week
period from 2 November 2009 - 25 January 2010. A series of 15 neighbourhood
consultation exhibitions were organised in support of the consultation.

1.2

Consultation with the general public and the Council's key stakeholders is an
important part of the preparation of planning policy documents. It is a national
requirement in Planning Policy Statement 12: Local Spatial Planning and the
Town and Country Planning Regulations. The consultation has been organised
in conformity with the East Sussex Integrated Sustainable Community Strategy
and the Council's 'Compact Agreement' outlined in the Council's Statement of
Community Involvement.

1 Background

Core Strategy
1.3

Local Planning Authorities are required to produce a set of planning policy
documents, known as the Local Development Framework (LDF) which will shape
the planning and development of Eastbourne up to 2026, introduced as part of
the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004.

1.4

Critical to the delivery of the LDF, local authorities are required to produce a
Core Strategy. The Core Strategy will contain the strategy for where new homes
will be built in Eastbourne, along with other key planning policies to help deliver
the vision for the future of the Borough.

1.5

Between 1 April 2006 and 31 March 2010, 1,256 new homes had already been
built in Eastbourne, so progress is already being made towards the South East
Plan housing target of 4,800 by 2026. However, the town is constrained to the
west by the South Downs, to the east by the flood-prone Langney Levels, and
to the south by the sea. It also has an important green heart known as Eastbourne
Park which also suffers from flood risk in some areas. As land availability declines,
the Council is required to make some difficult choices to ensure that a sufficient
level of housing is planned in the Core Strategy to meet future demand.

1.6

Eastbourne's Sustainable Community Strategy (2008) states that Eastbourne
will have a 'good supply of high quality sustainable housing which offers choice
for local people and those wishing to move to the town'. This is essential in order
to cater for anticipated future population growth and to deliver much needed
affordable homes across the Borough.

Neighbourhoods
1.7

The Core Strategy is taking a Neighbourhood approach in order to plan for the
town's different issues and needs. Specifically the Council is seeking to support
the development of neighbourhoods as a way to create thriving, vibrant,
sustainable communities which will improve everyone’s quality of life.
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For planning purposes, Eastbourne has been divided into 14 distinct
neighbourhoods. These were identified through analysing the built character of
the areas, resident perception, and consultation with local estate agents. This
was reinforced through a working group including Borough and County Council
Officers, Sussex Police, the Primary Care Trust and Community Representatives.
Sussex Police later used these neighbourhoods as a basis to define their
Neighbourhood Panel areas. The figure below outlines Eastbourne's
neighbourhoods.

3
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Town Centre
Upperton
Seaside
Old Town
Ocklynge/Ratton
Roselands/Bridgemere
Hampden Park
Langney
Shinewater/North Langney
Summerdown/Saffrons
Meads
Ratton, Willingdon Village
St Anthony’s/Langney Point
Sovereign

Consultation Aims & Objectives
2.1

The consultation was formed of two parts:
Spatial Development Options, and
Initial findings of the Sustainable Neighbourhood Assessment.

2.2

The purpose of the consultation on the Spatial Development Options was to
present four different options to achieve Eastbourne's future housing supply up
to 2026 in line with the South East Plan. Each option had a different spatial
pattern of housing delivery, so affected the Borough's 14 neighbourhoods in
different ways. The four spatial development options take into consideration:
the different types of land that were available for development,
the different strategies that could be brought forward, e.g. residential density,
mixed-use developments,
the sustainability of locations and neighbourhoods

2.3

The objective was to gather evidence on the level of support and opposition for
each of the four spatial development options, collecting comments and issues
raised by members of the public and other stakeholders on their individual
strengths and weaknesses.

2.4

The aim of the consultation on the Sustainable Neighbourhood Assessment was
to engage the community in the assessment of their neighbourhood as the
residents will have different experiences of living in their area and issues that
they have may not be identified initially by the Council. The consultation was
used to confirm the draft results of the neighbourhood assessment with the
community, and gather information on the area for which there is no other
available source.

Spatial Development Options
2.5

The Council consulted on the following four spatial development options:

5
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2 Consultation Aims and Objectives

Spatial Development Options
Option 1 - Urban Intensification
Developing available brownfield sites, and a small number of greenfield sites that
are of low value and poor quality;
Option 2 - Creating Sustainable Centres
Focuses development in centres which could become more sustainable by way of
providing new facilities through balanced housing led growth. Includes the Town
Centre, Sovereign area and Langney Shopping Centre;
Option 3 - Sustainable Neighbourhoods
Focuses future housing in the Borough's most sustainable neighbourhoods which
currently have the best access to services and facilities. This is achieved by
maximising the density of development in these specific neighbourhoods;
Option 4 - Greenfield Urban Extensions
Extends the current development boundary to include parcels of greenfield land at
Kings Drive and Priory Heights. Although controversial this option is required to
undergo public consultation to comply with national planning policy guidance.

2.6

Each option has its own advantages and disadvantages and these were highlighted
in the exhibition material at the consultation events. This helped to aid people's
understanding of the spatial development options and highlight the related
sustainability implications.

2 Consultation Aims and Objectives

Sustainable Neighbourhood Assessment
2.7

The Sustainable Neighbourhood Assessment is an audit of each neighbourhood
to analyse how it looks, feels and functions for the local community. It looks at
current issues and identifies any future needs and improvements that could be
made to the neighbourhood to make it more sustainable in planning terms.

2.8

The criteria used and the results of the draft Sustainable Neighbourhood
Assessment were presented at the 15 consultation events in November and
December 2009. The community were invited to help in the assessment by
commenting on what they like about their neighbourhood, the key issues that
need to be addressed and any improvements that can be made to the
neighbourhood in the future through the Core Strategy.

2.9

The outcomes of the Sustainable Neighbourhood Assessment will be used to
identify what makes each neighbourhood sustainable, where any problems or
issues might lie, and possible ways of addressing these issues in order to make
it more sustainable. It will provide the evidence needed to develop policy in the
Core Strategy, which will contain a vision for the future of each neighbourhood
as well as a strategy for achieving that vision.
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Consultation Events
3.1

In order to provide opportunities for the local community to be involved in the
consultation, 15 consultation events were arranged. This included one event in
each of the Borough's 14 neighbourhoods, and one Borough-wide event for
statutory consultees and organisations, and for anyone else who missed their
neighbourhood event. In addition to this, a presentation was made to the
'Developers and Agents Forum' on Thursday 26 November 2009, which consists
of local developers, architects and agents.

3.2

A list of the dates, times and venues of the consultation events is presented
below.

Table 1 Consultation Events

Neighbourhood

Date

Time

Neighbourhood 3: Seaside

Mon 2 Nov 09

3pm-7pm

Christ Church, Seaside

Neighbourhood 6:
Roselands/Bridgemere

Tue 3 Nov 09

3pm-7pm

Suncoast Church, Courtland
Rd

Neighbourhood 4: Old Town

Mon 9 Nov 09

3pm-7pm

Community Wise, Old Town

Neighbourhood 7: Hampden Park

Wed 11 Nov 09

3pm-7pm

Hampden Park Community
Centre

Neighbourhood 14: Sovereign

Sat 14 Nov 09

11am-3pm

Neighbourhood 11: Meads

Mon 16 Nov 09

3pm-7pm

St Johns Church Hall, Meads
Rd

Neighbourhood 2: Upperton

Tue 17 Nov 09

3pm-7pm

Elim Church, Hartfield Rd

Neighbourhood 1: Town Centre

Mon 23 Nov 09

3pm-7pm

Salvation Army Hall, Langney
Rd

Neighbourhood 10:
Summerdown/Saffrons

Wed 25 Nov 09

3pm-7pm

Eastbourne Town Hall

Neighbourhood 9:
Shinewater/North Langney

Mon 30 Nov 09

3pm-7pm

Shinewater Community Centre

Neighbourhood 8: Langney

Tue 1 Dec 09

3pm-7pm

Langney Community Centre

Neighbourhood 12:
Ratton/Willingdon Village

Mon 7 Dec 09

3pm-7pm

St Marys Church Hall,
Willingdon Village

Neighbourhood 13: St
Anthonys/Langney Point

Tue 8 Dec 09

3pm-7pm

St Anthonys Centre, St
Anthonys Ave

Neighbourhood 5:
Ocklynge/Rodmill

Fri 11 Dec 09

3pm-7pm

Victoria Baptist Hall, Eldon Rd

Borough-Wide Event

Tue 15 Dec 09

3pm-7pm

Eastbourne Town Hall

7

Venue

The Haven School
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3.3

The consultation material and specific consultation questions were also made
available on-line between 2 November 2009 until 25 January 2009, to allow
people to make comments on the Spatial Development Options and the
Sustainable Neighbourhood Assessment outside of the consultation events.
Representations could also be made by email and post to the Council during the
consultation period.

3 Consultation Arrangements

Publicity
3.4

The drop-in consultation events were publicised extensively on the Eastbourne
Borough Council website as well as on the local radio station 'Heart FM' website's
frontpage. Articles explaining and advertising the consultation events were also
published in the Eastbourne Herald (Friday 16 October 2009) and in the Council's
newsletter, the Eastbourne Review, which was distributed to all households on
the 16 November 2009.

3.5

Approximately 10,000 leaflets were distributed by the Neighbourhood Watch
Volunteers, and another 2,000 were made available in Council buildings and in
community buildings and shops around each neighbourhood. Approximately 150
posters were displayed around the town advertising the consultation events.
Posters were delivered to local shops, churches, community centres, social clubs
and general noticeboards around each neighbourhood. In addition, leaflets and
posters were delivered to all of the venues holding consultation events and on
the day of the consultation events, leaflets were handed out to passers-by in the
local area.

3.6

Letters detailing the consultation events were sent to: the Chairpersons of the
Neighbourhood Panels (dated 23 October 2009), all consultees on the LDF Mailing
List (dated 27 October 2009), and all local school headteachers (dated 5
November 2009). Further letters were sent to all consultees who made a
representation on the Kings Drive application to inform them specifically of the
Ocklynge/Rodmill event and a reminder letter to the consultees on the LDF Mailing
List for the final Borough-wide event (both letters dated 27 November 2009). In
addition, the Eastbourne Association of Voluntary Services (now known as 3VA)
and local Councillors actively promoted the consultation events amongst their
communities.

3.7

All of the consultation material, including the maps and data that were specific
to each neighbourhood, were made available to the public after the consultation
event through the Council's on-line consultation portal at
http://eastbourne-consult.limehouse.co.uk/portal. This also included a
list of frequently asked questions and a guide to submitting comments on-line
to assist the general public. Any stakeholder or member of the public could make
their comments on-line through the portal.

Layout
3.8

The consultation events were set up in an exhibition style (Figure 1), with the
opportunity for members of the public to walk around, and discuss with officers
any questions or issues that they may have had. The exhibition started with
questions for the consultees, in order to collect information on the type of
consultee that they were and in which neighbourhood they lived. It was important
to gather this type of information to build a picture of the type of people that
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Figure 1 Exhibition Room Layout

3.9

There were two further questions relating to the spatial development options.
These asked whether a combination of options could be brought forward in the
Council's preferred development strategy, and whether any additional options
or types of sites should have been considered.

3.10

The Sustainable Neighbourhood exhibitions followed this, which presented maps
and statistics about the relevant neighbourhood and the sustainability assessment
for each neighbourhood. Further on, there were a number of tables which
presented photos, scoring, and statistics. A table offering the opportunity to draw
a vision for the neighbourhood using tracing paper over a neighbourhood map
was also provided.

3.11

The exhibition ended with display boards presenting information on what the
Council were doing next, offering an opportunity to leave general comments and
to discuss any issues with officers.

3.12

A number of specific questions were asked of the participants by the Council
during the exhibition. People could indicate their response by sticking coloured
dots in answer to the questions and attaching post-it notes with comments. All
of the comments made at each of the 14 neighbourhood events were made
available at the Borough-wide consultation event at the Eastbourne Town Hall
which concluded the consultation events.

9
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the Council were reaching. This in turn will help us to target specific groups of
the community in future consultations. There was introductory information on
the Core Strategy followed by the 4 spatial development options with their
associated advantages, disadvantages and sustainability implications. There was
then an opportunity for the consultees to leave their comments on the options.

Spatial Development Options
3.13

The focus of the consultation was to look at ways of achieving the Borough's
future housing requirement up to 2026 and that four different spatial development
options were presented as alternatives in the exhibition.

3.14

The four spatial development options were illustrated by an accompanying map
of the resulting pattern and intensity of development in each of the Council's 14
neighbourhoods. A table highlighting the strengths and weaknesses of each of
the options was also presented, taking into consideration issues from the Council's
sustainability appraisal. There was then opportunity or large sheets of paper for
people to indicate their support or opposition of each of the option, and provide
comments on why they made that that decision.

Sustainable Neighbourhood Assessment
3.15

The Sustainable Neighbourhood Assessment included the criteria against which
each neighbourhood was assessed. Alongside this was a map showing a statistical
overview of all 14 of Eastbourne's neighbourhoods. The exhibition also included
a large detailed map of the neighbourhood with photographs illustrating important
features, and a statistical profile of the neighbourhood using a series of graphs
and charts.

3.16

The information used in the assessment of each neighbourhood was presented
on tables in the centre of the room. There was one table for each of following
themes of the assessment:
Built Environment
Housing and Employment
Natural Environment
Services and Facilities
Transport and Connectivity

3.17

The specific information presented is shown in the following table.

3 Consultation Arrangements

Table 2 Information presented at the Consultation Events

THEMES
Built Environment
Character Assessment
Map

Housing &
Employment

Natural
Environment

Housing Tenure Map

Biodiversity Map

Housing Size Map

Flood Zone Map

Housing Type Map

Surface Water
Flooding Map

Heritage Map
Street Furniture Map
Clutter Map
Tidiness Map
Graffiti/Vandalism
Map

Services &
Facilities
Map of all
services and
facilities in the
neighbourhood

Transport &
Connectivity
Bus Stops Map
Quality of Pavements
Map
Vehicles per
Household Graph

Quality of Housing
Stock Graph

Street Trees Map

Local Employment
Graph

Green waste
Graph

Travel by public
transport to work
Graph

Local Businesses
Graph

Recycling Graph

Road Accident Graph
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Built Environment
Active Frontages
Graph

Housing &
Employment

Natural
Environment

Working from Home
Graph

Services &
Facilities

Transport &
Connectivity
Travel by
walking/cycling to
work Graph

Crime Rate Graph
Building Density
Graph

3.18

In addition to the information presented, each table had a question sheet asking
the community to comment on what they like or dislike about their neighbourhood
in relation to the particular theme that the question sheet was in. For example,
What do you like or dislike about the access to services and facilities in your
neighbourhood?

3.19

There were also two more interactive/feedback tables. One table contained five
questions for the community to answer on their experiences in their own
neighbourhood, and the other contained a neighbourhood visioning exercise
where the community could draw their own vision of how the neighbourhood
could develop in the future.

3.20

At the end of the consultation event there was an opportunity for the community
to make any general comments on anything related to the exhibition.

3.21

A copy of all the exhibition material is provided as an accompanying document
to this feedback report.

11
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THEMES

4 Consultation Responses - Spatial Development Options
4.1

A total of 472 people attended the consultation events, with a further 49
individuals or organisations making formal representations by post or the internet.
This resulted in a total of 967 responses being made in support or opposition to
the four spatial development options, many individuals responded to more than
one of the spatial development options (This figure does not include all the
individual comments that were made on the Sustainable Neighbourhood
Assessment).

4.2

The greatest level of attendance was at the Ocklynge/Rodmill (Neighbourhood
5) consultation event where 111 people attended. This was anticipated as two
greenfield sites in the area surrounding the neighbourhood had been identified
for potential residential development under Option 4 - Greenfield Urban Extensions
and this had created much local publicity. Appendix A of the report analyses the
profile of people that attended each of the consultation events.

Spatial Development Options
4.3

The following section summarises the comments that were made on the spatial
development options at the neighbourhood exhibitions, as well as individual
comments received by the Council up to 25 January 2010. The comments are
broken down by the specific consultation questions asked at the events.

4 Consultation Responses - Spatial Development Options

Overall Summary
Option 1 - Urban Intensification

Developing available brownfield sites, and a number of small greenfield sites that
are of low value and poor quality

4.4

The following table shows the level of support and opposition for this option from
the neighbourhood consultation events, feedback from stakeholders and individual
comments received by the Council:

Table 3 Support & Opposition for Spatial Development Option 1

Support

Oppose

Neighbourhood Events

119

35

Other Consultation Responses

3

5

Total

122

40

What People Said
4.5

A number of positive comments were raised in support of this option which are
highlighted below:
General support for concentrating development on brownfield sites;
The least detrimental impact on the environment;
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4.6

The following concerns and observations were raised in relation to the
development option:
Good quality accommodation is required;
Affordable housing should be built first, this is a top priority;
Roads generally cannot cope with the intensity of development;
Do not just develop flats at high density;
Potential loss of valued playing fields and open space;
Low value/poor quality is used far too often as an excuse to develop
greenfield sites;
Not in favour of loss of greenfield sites in urban areas;
Generally worried about back garden in-fill developments and potential
overlooking;
Must increase and improve infrastructure to support increasing population;
It is not really a strategy, more a collection of opportunity sites which would
technically come through as windfall development;
The benefits of urban intensification can be spread out further from the core
to the wider urban area where community services can be enhanced. This
will provide opportunities for a greater range of housing types across the
Borough;
The intensity of development could have a detrimental impact on the historic
character and traffic within the Town Centre;
Can employment sites, lost to residential development be suitably located
elsewhere?
The option fails to meet the South East Plan housing requirement without
windfall development.

Option 2 - Creating Sustainable Centres

Focuses development in centres which could become more sustainable by way of
providing new facilities through balanced housing led growth. Includes the Town
Centre, Sovereign area and Langney Shopping Centre.

4.7

The following table shows the level of support and opposition for this option from
the neighbourhood consultation events, feedback from stakeholders and individual
comments received by the Council:

13
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Makes good use of vacant sites and poor, unattractive greenfield sites;
Safeguards greenfield land outside the built up area boundary from
development;
Preferable compared to developing on large greenfield sites, as has the least
impact on infrastructure required;
Important to utilise areas currently undervalued working inside-out from
the centre of the town;
Focuses development in the Town Centre where there is good access to
services and facilities;
Support high housing numbers in some neighbourhoods if it takes the strain
away from certain areas of the town.

Table 4 Support & Opposition for Spatial Development Option 2

Support

Oppose

Neighbourhood Events

126

59

Other Consultation Responses

6

2

Total

132

61

4 Consultation Responses - Spatial Development Options

What People Said
4.8

This option had the highest level of support of the four spatial development
options, although a number of people living in the Sovereign neighbourhood
opposed this option.

4.9

A number of positive comments were raised in support of this option which are
highlighted below:
The most practical option in the essence of creating sustainable development,
where housing is located close to services, retail and employment
opportunities;
Supportive of the principle if infrastructure can cope with the intensification
of development;
Would help achieve much needed redevelopment of areas of the Town
including the Town Centre and Langney Shopping Centre;
Would help to give the Town Centre greater identity;
The areas identified could support the level of growth proposed more easily
than other areas of the town;
The creation of sustainable centres with facilities and services would meet
the requirements of the whole town as well;
Maximises residential opportunities without damaging the historic central
areas;
Concentration of development in the Town Centre prevents development
sprawling outwards to the suburbs;
Ensures housing is located near to neighbourhood centre, which encourages
community involvement;
A preferable option as it aims to cut down road traffic.
Provides the optimum number of homes and should with appropriate
investment improve the quality of the urban environment in some of the
more run down areas of the town;
Additional housing will provide important enabling development to
cross-subsidise further facilities eg. employment and community spaces.
Provides the smallest shortfall in housing delivery without windfall
development.

4.10

The following concerns and observations were raised in relation to the
development option:
Their are practical implications in that the provision of school places and
infrastructure, especially in the Town Centre, should be delivered first;
Design standards will need to be high, but this is not considered
unachievable;
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4.11

The following issues were raised with regards to further potential residential
development in the Sovereign neighbourhood:
Sovereign Harbour is already overdeveloped, with few essential services,
facilities and infrastructure;
There is limited scope for new housing in Sovereign Harbour. Any available
land should be used to provide social facilities and open space;
More housing at Sovereign Harbour is totally unsustainable in the essence
of creating sustainable communities. The infrastructure is required now;
Better transport links between Sovereign, Langney and the Town Centre are
required to make this a viable option;
This option achieves better long term growth potential, but the Sovereign
Harbour area is not currently sustainable;
More growth at Sovereign Harbour would be easier to achieve by relocating
commercial allocation to areas where there is more demand;
If more residential is required then it should be houses only, no flats.
Sustainable centres require playgrounds and spaces to play. More is required
at Sovereign Harbour.

Option 3 - Sustainable Neighbourhoods

Focuses future housing in the Borough's most sustainable neighbourhoods which
currently have the best access to services and facilities. This is achieved by
maximising the density of development in these specific neighbourhoods

4.12

The following table shows the level of support and opposition for this option from
the neighbourhood consultation events, feedback from stakeholders and individual
comments received by the Council:

15
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Community infrastructure Levy and Section 106 agreements could help
overcome infrastructure issues;
Improved road connections into Eastbourne are required, especially the A22
and access into the Town Centre;
Other growth opportunities, including retail, business and other employment
opportunities should be identified as part of this option;
Facilities and services must be adequate before you increase the local
population;
If you are increasing density, mews type of development is a more attractive
and efficient use of space than blocks of apartments;
Good building design and consideration of wider environmental implications
can be achieved through master-planning;
The option precludes areas in need of regeneration outside the three identified
sustainable centres;
To meet the South East Plan housing requirement the option still relies on
windfall development.

Table 5 Support & Opposition for Spatial Development Option 3

Support

Oppose

Neighbourhood Events

59

33

Other Consultation Responses

4

4

Total

63

37

What People Said

4 Consultation Responses - Spatial Development Options

4.13

A number of positive comments were raised in support of this option which are
highlighted below:
This seems the most sensible option as 'urban intensification' leaves too
much to chance;
Supportive of higher density residential development on vacant sites e.g.
Cambridge Hotel;
Creates a greater mix of people living in each neighbourhood;
Encourages a more environmentally friendly approach, incorporating the
use of public transport, high quality design and improvement of existing
services;
Good use of available land in Old Town is supported, providing infrastructure
is adequate;
You are locating people in areas that already have good access to services
and facilities;
A beneficial option that encourages a local emphasis on sustainable modes
of transport;
Significant social benefit in integrating new population into existing working
communities.

4.14

The following concerns and observations were raised in relation to the
development option:
Would generally support this option on the proviso that one new school be
built in the Borough;
If housing numbers are to be increased the Town Centre needs needs
significant improvements in terms of: increased parking provision, creation
of pedestrian zones, new green spaces and play areas, and encouraging
green building;
Historic aspects of the town must be protected;
Currently there are poor transport choices between each neighbourhood,
eg. Bus, cycling and walking. This needs to be addressed if this option is
selected;
Could have a potential negative impact on the Green Network;
Supportive in principle of the option, but concerned with the scale of
development particularly in the Town Centre. This has implications on the
character of the heart of Eastbourne and traffic congestion;
A reduction in the intensity of development in the Town Centre should be
considered;
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4.15

Two representations were made suggesting amendments to the neighbourhood
boundaries/areas that should be included within the option of 'sustainable
neighbourhoods'. These are summarised below:
The Sovereign area should be included as a sustainable neighbourhood. A
number of on-site services and facilities already exist and are accessible by
foot. Any absence of facilities are either now permitted (medical centre) or
are being planned for. The neighbourhood of Langney (8), which has been
assessed as 'sustainable' directly benefits from the services offered within
Sovereign Harbour;
The Seaside Neighbourhood (3) boundary should be extended to include the
site at 2-4 Moy Avenue, as the site offers opportunities for densification
associated with the sustainable neighbourhoods option.

Option 4 - Greenfield Urban Extensions

Extends the current development boundary to include parcels of greenfield land at
Kings Drive and Priory Heights. Although controversial this option is required to
undergo public consultation to comply with national planning policy guidance.

4.16

The following table shows the level of support and opposition for this option from
the neighbourhood consultation events, feedback from stakeholders and individual
comments received by the Council. In addition, three petitions (with a total of
384 signatures) were submitted to the Council in opposition to proposed
development at Priory Heights:

Table 6 Support & Opposition for Spatial Development Option 4

Support

Oppose

Neighbourhood Events

11

476

Other Consultation Responses

1

28

Total

12

504

Petitions (3 petitions submitted)

0

384 signatures

What People Said
A number of comments were received on the option of greenfield urban extensions within
the Borough proposed in Option 4. The following general issues were raised:

17
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Density of building in Meads should not be increased as it is already very
high;
Although the option seems viable, increasing the density of urban
development to the degree proposed would have a detrimental effect on the
the quality of life of people living in these neighbourhoods;
The option fails to meet the South East Plan housing requirement without
reliance on windfall development.

Greenfield land is important and should be protected as it is part of Eastbourne's
character and houses an abundance of natural wildlife;
Given the number of brownfield development opportunities in the Borough it appears
to be unnecessary to release greenfield land at this time. Brownfield land is available
now and is more suitable;
This type of development goes against national policy to ensure at least 60% of new
housing development is on brownfield land;
This option is detrimental to the aesthetic environmental quality of the town;
Enough greenspace in the Borough has already been destroyed;
Greenspace provides rich habitats, with good wildlife corridors and biodiversity;
We should be looking at sensitive development opportunities, not destroying
greenfield land;
A much better transport system is required in order to access the greenfield sites;
Development at Kings Drive seems more acceptable than land at Priory Heights;
The option fails to meet the South East Plan housing requirement without windfall
development.

4 Consultation Responses - Spatial Development Options

The following comments received were in opposition specifically to the Priory Heights
site identified as a possible greenfield urban extension site
There would be loss of Downland, an Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB)
and encroachment onto the recently designated South Downs National Park;
The proposal would not be an aesthetically pleasing development. It would be an
eyesore visible from much of the town ;
There is too much of a severe incline, potential chalk erosion from the slope;
The cost of levelling the site would be ridiculously high;
This could cause subsidence of properties at lower levels below the site;
This land is valued open space for the young and old. It is a well used local route
for walking and recreation;
The land should always remain a protected environmental area for the benefit of
all;
There is important wildlife on the site: orchids, milkwort, owls, sparrow hawks,
butterflies and badgers;
The development of this land would be against the Protection of Badgers Act 1992;
It is nice to see horse grazing on this land;
There are no valid planning reasons to develop on this site;
Homes already built on Den Hill to the south of the site already have questionable
legal authority;
It is in the deeds of our properties below the site that no more development would
take place on the Downs;
Old Town is already too densely populated and is at saturation point;
No further housing development is required in Old Town;
There would be problems of flooding from run-off;
Three old burial sites are located on this land;
The site is a considerable distance from any facilities, exacerbating car usage in the
local area;
Schools in Old Town are already oversubscribed and there is only one GP surgery;
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The following comments received were in opposition to the Kings Drive site identified
through Option 4:
The land is too close the floodplain, flooding is an extreme concern for this site;
The development would be a total eyesore and would spoil the outlook onto
Eastbourne Park;
The Wimpey planning application has already been refused;
Totally opposed to building on the 'green lung' of Eastbourne Park;
We shouldn't build on pasture land as it is one of Eastbourne's few assets it has left;
There is too much traffic along Kings Drive and on the roundabout making it
dangerous for children and the elderly;
The future submission of development on Kings Drive site should be refused on
traffic grounds.
The following observations were raised in relation to the development option:
It is a logical choice to bring forward sites that would support a greater range of
general and affordable housing;
The principle of greenfield development is supported but other additional sites should
be considered;
Appropriate development of the highest quality on virgin land would allow a lower
density solution elsewhere in the Borough, creating housing with a more suburban
atmosphere;
This option does not relate to the ambitions of the Eastbourne-Hailsham Triangle
Economic Blueprint work;
The sustainability assessment of this option has been skewed as the sites are
assessed together and not independently. Residential development Kings Drive is
far more sustainable than at Priory Heights.
Other options that the Council should consider as part of the future development
strategy
The following issues were raised in response the to the consultation question: 'Are there
any other options the Council should consider as part of the future development strategy'?
You should utilise run down shops in the Town Centre. There are too many coffee
shops and restaurants in the town that are too pricey;
Build sustainable property for low paid workers in the town;
Consider relaxing the policy on tourist accommodation use converting to housing.
This would improve the standard of housing and aesthetics East of the Pier. It would
also drive up standards of the remaining tourist accommodation;
Consider building on Anglo Dutch Meat site at Hampden Park. The site is near a
school and other services;
Areas of Seaside and Seaside Road that have not worked for employment use should
be converted to residential, particularly the Colonades;
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The roads cannot cope. Central Avenue is already congested with poorly parked cars
which impede the bus service;
The junction of Central Avenue and Victoria Drive is extremely busy, and would be
made worse by this development.

4 Consultation Responses - Spatial Development Options

It is accepted that difficult decisions need to be made. However, don't go for the
obvious cheap versions. Think of the community and regain the sense of an ideal
neighbourhood;
Housing opportunities need to be provided for young people as well;
Some sites are not suitable for development and are in multiple ownership. Some
sites are very small and overlooking will be a problem;
Concerned about development at ends of Foredown and Fairway Close, which we
were advised was AONB.
A solution to secure more affordable housing across the Borough should be sought;
There should be careful consideration of any tall building proposals;
The area between Sovereign Harbour to Pevensey could be developed with caution
to provide quality housing and communities;
Town Centre development must be realistic, not just a way of cramming in more
business and new housing;
Should consider comprehensive development using the fringes of Eastbourne Park
which would encourage the tidying up of the area generally. This would be much
better than small bits and pieces of development all over the Borough which
individually create local opposition;
Do not rule out alternative greenfield sites, particularly those potentially smaller
sites on the edge of Eastbourne Park and Langney area which have good access to
local services and facilities;
A clearer link between the housing options and employment centres/allocations,
other policy considerations, sustainability and infrastructure implications is required.
Combination of Options
The following issues were raised in response to the question: 'Which combination of
options do you support'?
Two people stated that 'Urban Intensification' and 'Sustainable Neighbourhoods'
should be combined. 'Urban Intensification' and 'Sustainable Neighbourhoods' can
work if done in moderation and sympathetically;
Two people stated that 'Creation of Sustainable Centres' and 'Sustainable
Neighbourhoods' should be combined;
Two people stated that 'Creation of Sustainable Centres' and 'Greenfield Urban
Extensions' should be combined. One person supported the two options on the
proviso that a reduced intensity of development is identified in the Town Centre and
alternative greenfield sites are identified. One person commented that these two
options would balance the need for new housing with less dense development
generally across the Borough;
A combination of all four options should be sought thinking about infrastructure and
sustainability;
Very difficult to pick and option as they relate to specific sites rather than a strategy;
Options 1, 2 and 3 each have their own merits. Should combine the best elements
of these options;
A brownfield development strategy should be moved forward. Infill housing on a
small scale should be prioritised within the built up area and greenfield land should
be safeguarded;
A combination of options must be considered as it is a prerequisite that options
individually or collectively should meet the South East Plan requirements.
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4.17

The following other issues were raised in response to the Borough's housing
targets for the next 20 years (2006-2026):
There is no need for more housing in the South East, especially in Eastbourne
as the road infrastructure is so inadequate. More houses should be built in
north England;
Housing numbers in Eastbourne should be reduced dramatically;
We should hold fire on delivering new housing until there is a change in
government and therefore a change in planning policy;
There should be policies to control the increase in population and to take
account of climate change;
Water resources are being totally depleted;
The Council should not rely so heavily on windfall developments. Windfall
development should only be included in the last 10 years of the plan period
from the adoption date of the Core Strategy. If windfall development is
included before the last 10 years robust evidence must be provided;
There is no indication of the potential housing mix on specific sites;
Schools across Eastbourne are already oversubscribed;
There is nowhere for people who live in Eastbourne to park. Adding more
housing is going to make parking impossible;
The demographics of the town are getting younger and this must be reflected
in general and affordable housing supply;
Consider building more warden assisted homes for the elderly and disabled.
This would potentially free up large properties, therefore no need for the
high level of new build;
More houses do not necessarily mean more families as this may be the
owners second, third or fourth home;
Ensure there is full consultation with local service providers, e.g. The NHS,
County Council. Local health facilities are already overstretched;
The inclusion of cultural activities contributes to the aspirations of creating
'sustainable communities'
Development of garden sites is not a practical option. We should be creating
new developments that provide a good quality of life;
A new polyclinic is required in Meads. The need is only exacerbated by the
proposed high housing growth in Meads;
Housing should not be built on allotment sites. More allotment land should
be released as there is a significant local demand;
The proposed link-roads across Eastbourne Park are urgently needed to
cater for all of this housing growth;
Housing development should be focused to the western side of the Borough;
For housing to be 'sustainable' it must be built to high quality and last longer
than the duration of a lifetime;
Sewers are not adequate for all the proposed growth;
A Park and Ride scheme could be a part solution to all the traffic problems
in the Borough;
No objection to developing 2 more houses on Buckhurst Close, but size and
design should be commensurate with existing surrounding housing.
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Other Housing Issues

Statistical Analysis
The following section summarises statistically the amount of support and
opposition of each of the four spatial development options. Participants at the
exhibition indicated their support or opposition to an option by using sticky dots
on the consultation questions sheets. The analysis is broken down by the 14
neighbourhoods in which the consultation event was held showing a localised
view on each of the development options, along with the general Borough-wide
event at the end of the consultation . A separate table presents the responses
received through formal representations to the Council.
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6
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0
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0
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1

1
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0
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0
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1

0

0

2

0

1

0

1

0

1
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1

0

4
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1

0

6
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1
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4

1

1

0
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1

0
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2

0

1

0

1

2

1
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*The figures related to the number of people who opposed Option 4 do not necessarily match the number of people who attended the neighbourhood consultation event.

No. of
Attendees

Neighbourhood

Option 1

Table 7 Results of Neighbourhood Consultation on Spatial Development Options
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5

3

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

2

0

0

0

0

Support

476*

29

5

7

2

29

6

0

1

17

1

293*

69

2

7

8

Oppose

Option 4
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Summary of Formal Representations
4.19

In addition to people who attended the public consultation events, a number of
responses were made via letter or email during the consultation period. The
following table outlines the level of opposition of and support for each option
received from these 49 formal representations.

Table 8 Summary of Formal Representations on Spatial Development Options

Option 1
No. Of

Option 2

Option 3

Option 4

Support

Oppose

Support

Oppose

Support

Oppose

Support

Oppose

3

5

6

2

4

4

1

28

Responses

49

4.20

In addition to the formal representations, three petitions were sent to the Council
in opposition to Option 4 'Greenfield Urban Extensions', particularly to the
development of Priory Heights. The three petitions had 13, 31 and 340 signatures
respectively. Details of the petitions can be found in the table below:

4 Consultation Responses - Spatial Development Options

Table 9 Details of Petitions Submitted to the Council

Petition
Number

Petition Contact/Submitted By

Number of
Signatures

Date Received

1

Nigel Waterson MP

31

13 January 2010

2

Mr John Masters

340

25 January 2010

3

Mr Stewart Clay

13

16 November 2009

Statistical Analysis for the whole Borough
4.21

Combining the responses made at the neighbourhood consultation events with
the formal representations made during the consultation periods gives an overall
summary of the level of support and opposition for each of the options. This is
presented in the table and chart below. The chart shows that there is a significant
level of opposition to greenfield urban extensions (Option 4) in the Borough. This
option has been opposed just under 4 times more than the other 3 options
combined. Option 2 'Creating Sustainable Centres' has the greatest level of
support Borough wide of all four options at 132 responses in support. Option 1
and 3 also had greater levels of support than opposition.

Table 10 Summary of the Overall Level of Support for the Spatial Development Options

Option 1
Total No. Of

Option 2

Option 3

Option 4

Support

Oppose

Support

Oppose

Support

Oppose

Support

Oppose

122

40

132

61

63

37

12

504

Responses

967
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Total No. Of

Support

Oppose

Option 2
Support

Oppose

Option 3
Support

Oppose

Option 4
Support

Oppose

Responses

Differential

+82 support

+71 support

+ 26 support

-492 oppose

Figure 2 Results of Consultation on Spatial Development Options

Spatial Statistical Analysis
4.22

It is important to consider that a high level of local (neighbourhood) opposition
to a particular spatial development option may affect the overall representation
of the Borough. It is therefore relevant to undertake analysis on the options
which have significant direct impacts on individual neighbourhoods. By discounting
certain neighbourhoods from the statistical analysis of the options, you are able
to get a more accurate account of the rest of the Borough's level of support and
opposition for the options.

4.23

Spatial development 'Option 1 - Urban Intensification' has not been analysed
any further than the Borough-wide assessment above.
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Option 1
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Option 2 - Creating Sustainable Centres
4.24

There are certain areas within the Borough where there are opportunities to
increase the provision of local services and facilities balanced alongside future
housing growth. Three locations were identified in Spatial Development Option
2 - Creating Sustainable Centres: the Town Centre, Langney Shopping Centre,
and Sovereign area. In these specific areas there were opportunities to deliver
housing with new social and physical infrastructure, significantly enhancing the
sustainability of the locations

4.25

As there was a significantly higher level of attendance at the Sovereign
neighbourhood event, it could be argued that the Borough wide results were
skewed by the over-representation of Sovereign neighbourhood community in
relation to other areas of the Borough, including the Town Centre and Langney
neighbourhood. As any further housing development in Sovereign Harbour is
controversial and not locally supported, it is appropriate to analyse what the
levels of opposition of support would be excluding the Sovereign neighbourhood
responses.

4.26

Discounting the Sovereign neighbourhood shows that the level of opposition to
Option 2 is significantly reduced and as a result, Option 2 becomes the most
supported and least opposed option, therefore having the greatest differential
(+104 support). Discounting the Town Centre or Langney neighbourhood, using
the same analogy as above makes minimal impact to the Borough wide analysis.
This demonstrates that opposition to further housing development in the
Sovereign neighbourhood is a particular local issue. The strong opposition is
attributed to an existing lack of community facilities and services at Sovereign
Harbour that is believed to only be heightened with more housing development.
The rest of the Borough is generally supportive of the principle of sustainable
centres as long as adequate infrastructure is provided before or with new housing
development.
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4.27

There were balanced arguments with regards to the creation of Sustainable
Centres. Comments of support included:
The majority of new housing is located near to existing services, retail and
employment opportunities, therefore cuts down road traffic;
Would help to achieve much needed redevelopment of the Town Centre and
Langney Shopping Centre;
Provides the optimum number of homes and with investment should improve
the quality of the urban environment.

4.28

There were a number of comments in opposition to the creation of sustainable
centres, particularly residents who live in the Sovereign neighbourhood. Sovereign
residents felt that without investment in social and physical infrastructure first
'sustainable centres' was not a sustainable option for Sovereign Harbour.

Option 3 - Sustainable Neighbourhoods
4.29

In the same way as with Option 2 'Creating Sustainable Centres', it is appropriate
to consider the level of support and objection to Option 3 outside of the identified
sustainable neighbourhoods. Discounting the sustainable neighbourhoods
(1,2,3,4,8 and 11) does not significantly change the level of support or opposition
to this option. As anticipated the level of opposition decreases, but overall the
differential between the level of support and opposition only increases slightly
to +37 support. This shows that the Borough wide analysis for this option is a
good indication for the overall response to this option.

4.30

There were balanced arguments with regards to Option 3. Comments of support
included:
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Figure 3 Analysis of Option 2 - Creating Sustainable Centres

Support for higher density on particular vacant sites e.g. Cambridge Hotel;
Creates a greater mix of people living in each neighbourhood;
You are locating people in areas that already have good access to services
and facilities;
4.31

The following key concerns and observations were raised with regards to
sustainable neighbourhoods :
Town Centre needs significant infrastructure improvements and developments
are already delivered at high density;
Historic centres within the sustainable Neighbourhoods must be protected;
High density has a detrimental impact on quality of life.

Option 4 - Greenfield Urban Extensions

4 Consultation Responses - Spatial Development Options

4.32

The option of greenfield urban extensions impacts the total housing delivery
within two of the Borough's neighbourhoods:4 (Old Town) and 5 (Ocklynge and
Rodmill) the greatest. The two sites would form urban extensions to these two
neighbourhood boundaries. Statistical analysis, excluding the responses from
affected neighbourhoods 4 and 5, allows the Council to consider whether
opposition to greenfield urban extensions is a specific local issue, or unanimous
across the Borough. The figure below shows that discounting the two directly
affected neighbourhoods still shows a high level of opposition across the Borough
to the greenfield urban extension option. It is clear through comments made at
the consultation that greenfield housing development is not generally supported
by Eastbourne residents and that green spaces should be protected to maintain
the environment and character of the Borough.
Figure 4 Analysis of Option 4 - Greenfield Urban Extensions
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4.33

This section of the report outlines the key messages that have arisen from the
consultation on the Core Strategy Spatial Development Options, aiming to answer
issues and questions that were presented to the Council.

4.34

Consultation on different options provides an opportunity for the Council to hear
the general public’s and stakeholders comments before agreeing the preferred
spatial development strategy to be included within the LDF: Core Strategy.
Planning Policy Statement 12 (PPS12): ‘Creating Strong Safe and Prosperous
communities through Local Spatial Planning' recommends that spatial planning
should ‘ensure that strategies can be based on the community’s views and obtain
community buy-in’ and that participation in the LDF process should provide
‘evidence of the views of the local community and others who have a stake in
the future of the area.’ In addition, the government guidance recommends that
‘spatial planning provides a means of safeguarding the area’s environmental
assets, both for their intrinsic value and for their contribution to social and
economic well being.’

4.35

To adhere with national Planning Policy Statements the Council has initially looked
at all brown field development opportunities to ensure that at least 60% of new
housing development is on previously developed land. However, this does not
mean that the Council should automatically exclude any potential greenfield sites
that could contribute towards housing delivery. This is especially important when
there is only a limited supply of brownfield land within the Borough to fully meet
housing targets. Government requires Local Planning Authorities to look at all
(1)
available parcels of land before relying on windfall
development, which is
typically unknown in its quantity.

Greenfield Urban Extensions
4.36

1

To ensure that the Council consulted on a variety of strategies and to avoid
potential greenfield sites being presented at a later stage in preparing the Core
Strategy, it was important to consult with the general public and stakeholders
on a greenfield extension option. Two sites were identified: Land at Priory Heights
and Land at Kings Drive which are outside tidal and fluvial flood risk zones (Map
2), and best met a number of the Council's sustainability criteria in terms of
proximity to services, access considerations and environmental factors. It was
not appropriate to identify any greenfield sites within tidal or fluvial flood zone
3a (which stretches across the east of the Borough and across Eastbourne Park),
in conformity with national policy (Planning Policy Statement 25: Development
and Flood Risk).

land which comes forward for development which has not been previously identified through planning
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Key Messages
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Map 2 Tidal and Fluvial Flood Zone 3A in Eastbourne
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There were a greater number of comments received during the consultation on
the greenfield urban extension development option which have been summarised
in this report. The key messages arising from the consultation were that:
Greenfield land is fundamentally important to the character of Eastbourne
and should be protected: development on greenfield sites would be
detrimental to the aesthetic environmental quality of the Borough, brownfield
development opportunities seem adequate and were sufficient to deliver
Eastbourne's housing targets without encroaching onto greenfield sites
outside of the built up area boundary, and the suggested sites act as
important greenspaces that form a barrier between the built up are boundary
and Eastbourne Park/South Downs National Park.
Greenfield land provides important biodiversity and wildlife corridors - The
location of the two proposed greenfield sites are within areas of rich
biodiversity, providing a wildlife corridor into both Eastbourne Park and the
South Downs National Park.

4.38

Key issues relating to the two specific sites considered under Option 4 - Greenfield
Urban Extensions are discussed below.

Land at Priory Heights
4.39

The greenfield extension known as 'land at Priory Heights' forms an extension
to the built up area of the Borough, adjoining the Old Town Neighbourhood (4).
The site area of 1.15ha follows the boundary of the existing grazing fields of the
Green Street Farm estate and includes land to the south of this land, currently
intersected by a public right of way running from the entrance to the Downs on
Priory Heights up towards Fox Holes. A plan of the site can be found below.
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4.37
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Map 3 Land at Priory Heights

4.40

The site is within the boundary of the newly designated South Downs National
Park which runs up to the built-up area boundary on the eastern edge of the
Borough. The area is also designated as an Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty
(AONB). A number of concerns were raised with regards to developing on land
that had these designations. The designations are aimed at protecting the
environmental quality of the area, but do not necessarily mean that no future
development would take place within them. A number of stakeholders with an
environmental interest, including the South Downs Joint Committee, were
consulted on the spatial development options and gave feedback on their
opposition to future residential development on this site. This view was supported
overwhelmingly by residents of Eastbourne.

4.41

A covenant is placed on all land within Eastbourne Downland stating that written
consent of the Trustees of the Chatsworth Estate (Duke of Devonshire) will be
required for any development. Planning Policy officers have met and consulted
with the Chatsworth Estate during early preparation of the Core Strategy Spatial
Development Options to establish the principle of possible development through
the consultation.

4.42

Other key issues in relation to land at Priory Heights arising from the consultation
were:
There is an abundance of wildlife on the site - A number of responses focused
on the importance of biodiversity on the site which would act as
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Council's Response
4.43

The Council's draft Landscape Character Assessment identifies that a small
amount of small-scale development could potentially be accommodated in the
area if sensitively designed. However, it is important to maintain views from and
to the Eastbourne Downs and protect tress on the scarp slope. The topography
of the land is a constraint and potential part levelling of the site could affect the
viability of development. More detailed pre-determination evaluation of the site
is essential in order to preserve the archaeological remains in situ.

4.44

It is clear that there is a high level of opposition to development on this site
based on the impact to the environment, quality of life, and inadequacy of social
and physical infrastructure to support such a development. Although identified
as an area with development potential there are a number of constraints, both
physical and environmental which affect the desirability of the site for residential
development and will therefore not be taken forward in the Council's Preferred
Development Strategy.

Land at Kings Drive
4.45

The site known as 'land at Kings Drive' or Pococks Field forms a 3.25ha extension
to the built up area of the Borough into Eastbourne Park and would extend the
Neighbourhood boundary of Ocklynge/Rodmill (5). The site is currently allocated
in the Eastbourne Borough Plan (Policy HO4) for residential development and is
subject of an appeal. A previous application by Taylor Wimpey Homes was
dismissed at appeal on design grounds. A plan of the site can be found below.
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environmental constraints to future development. Particular comments were
made regarding badger setts which are protected by the Protection of Badgers
Act 1992;
The land is too steep and would not be an aesthetically pleasing
development;
There is important archaeology on this land - There is an Archaeologically
Sensitive Area (Number 504) that runs through part of the site where
prehistoric burial sites are located.

4 Consultation Responses - Spatial Development Options

Map 4 Land at Kings Drive

4.46

It was therefore relevant to include the site as part of the Greenfield Urban
Extension development option and seek the views of the local community and
stakeholders on the principle of residential development on this site.

4.47

Key issues in relation to land at Kings Drive raised at the consultation events
were:
Impact on the local transport network, especially the Rodmill roundabout This was a particular concern for local residents who consider the Rodmill
roundabout unsafe for children and the elderly. In addition, accessing and
egressing the site would become difficult because of congestion on Kings
Drive;
Development of the land would spoil outlook onto Eastbourne Park - It was
felt that views across Eastbourne Park would be affected by residential
development. The openness of Eastbourne Park was seen as an asset to the
Borough and should be preserved to maintain the local character of the
area;
Development is within the floodplain - A number of comments were received
on the site being within a high flood risk zone and has suffered from historical
flooding events.
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4.48

The Council's Strategic Flood Risk Assessment confirms that fluvial flood zone
3A only encroaches onto 0.39% of the site, and tidal flood zone 3a only
encroaches onto 39% of the site. The Environment Agency have confirmed that
with suitable mitigation measures being in place, including sustainable drainage
systems, development is acceptable in principle at Kings Drive. The development
of the site is possible in principle but the high level of local opposition means
that the Kings Drive site along with Priory Heights will not be taken forward in
the Council's Preferred Spatial Development Strategy.

Sovereign Harbour
4.49

The neighbourhood of Sovereign has only been identified as a location for housing
growth under Option 2 'Creating Sustainable Centres', where 150 units were
allocated under this option. Without the provision of new social and physical
infrastructure, which is accessible to the local population, the Sovereign
Neighbourhood would not be able to sustain itself. There are a number of vacant
sites, including the existing employment allocation site (Eastbourne Borough
Plan 2001-2011) alongside Pevensey Bay Road, that are available for future
development. The land is also brownfield in nature, which is more preferable to
Eastbourne residents than greenfield development.

4.50

The following key issues were raised in opposition to future housing development
in Sovereign neighbourhood:
Sovereign Harbour is already overdeveloped with few essential services,
facilities and infrastructure;
Any available land should be used solely to provide social facilities, services
and open space;
Better transport links are required into and out of Sovereign Harbour
especially from/to the Town Centre in order to create the essence of
sustainable centres.

Council's Response
4.51

No more than 150 new residential units will be allocated to Sovereign Harbour,
which will be delivered taking a masterplanning approach. This will ensure the
social infrastructure including community facilities, children's playspaces and
new open space can be delivered before the completion of new residential
development.

Key Messages for Urban Intensification
4.52

There was general support for ‘Spatial Development Option 1 – Urban
Intensification’ in that it was primarily a brownfield development strategy.
However, there was concern over:
The potential loss of particular playing fields and open spaces;
The intensity of back garden in-fill developments generally in the Borough;
The option not being a strategy, more a collection of development opportunity
sites.
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Council's Response

Council's Response
Only low value and quality urban greenfield sites have been considered for development
within Option 1. The proposed spatial development strategy which combines Options 2
'Sustainable Centres' and 3 'Sustainable Neighbourhoods', also includes as the baseline,
Option 1. Together they are the most sustainable option and deliver the highest amount
of housing, which can help and support much needed facilities. These options are therefore
considered the most appropriate for inclusion in the spatial development strategy.

What happens next?
The consultation responses and key messages within the feedback report have
been critical in the Council preparing a proposed development strategy for the
Borough. The detailed Infrastructure Delivery Plan will be very important to the
delivery of the strategy. The development strategy and accompanying
Infrastructure Delivery Plan will form part of the next version of the Core Strategy.
This will be a further chance for the community and general stakeholders to
provide comments on the development strategy before a Proposed Submission
Version of the Core Strategy is submitted to the Planning Inspectorate.

4.54

Consultation on the next version of the composite proposed Core Strategy will
run for 12 weeks in line with the Council's Local Development Scheme
2010-2013.

4 Consultation Responses - Spatial Development Options

4.53
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Summary of Results by Neighbourhood
5.1

The following chapter summarises the comments and representations made at
each Neighbourhood Consultation Event regarding the Sustainable Neighbourhood
Assessment. In addition to being encouraged to comment on the accuracy of the
results of the Sustainable Neighbourhood Assessment for their neighbourhood,
each event allowed the community to comment on what they liked and disliked
about the built environment, the housing and employment opportunities, the
natural environment, the services and facilities, and the transport opportunities
in their neighbourhood. There were also opportunities to complete the community
surveys on their experiences of litter, graffiti and vandalism, trees and open
spaces, facilities for children and young people, and pedestrian and cyclist
facilities.

5.2

A full record of the comments made can be found in Appendix B.2.

Neighbourhood 1: Town Centre

Number of people attending event: 18

(72% from the Town Centre)

5.3

There were very few comments about aspects of the Town Centre that the
community like; the only comment was regarding the attractiveness of some of
the buildings.

5.4

There were, however, a larger number of comments regarding aspects of the
neighbourhood that the community disliked. The main issues were:
Problems regarding the balance of population due to a dominance of single
housing units and a lack of family housing;
High unemployment and lack of well-paid jobs;
A high number of empty and vacant shops, especially in the Seaside Road
area, which encourages vandalism;
Lack of availability of on-street parking spaces for shops and businesses;
Poor and uneven footpaths;
The unattractive bus terminus, which promotes anti-social behaviour and
air pollution.

5.5

There is a division in how the community feels about problems with Litter, Graffiti
and Vandalism in their neighbourhood. 55% of respondents indicated that it is
a very significant problem but the remaining 45% feeling that it is not such a
big problem. Consultees have suggested that the night-time economy is the main
cause of the problems of litter, graffiti and vandalism in this neighbourhood.

5.6

The community have indicated that they are very unsatisfied with the amount
of trees and greenspaces in their neighbourhood. Their comments show that
they are less unsatisfied with the amount of trees, but the lack of greenspaces
is a problem. This is exacerbated by the fact that many people live in houses
with no access to gardens.
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5.7

The community also feels strongly that there are not enough facilities for children
and young people, with 85% of respondents believing that existing facilities are
not enough. Limited outdoor space at the Bourne Primary School is identified as
a major problem.

5.8

The Town Centre is not friendly for pedestrians and cyclists, according to the
responses. It is a particular problem for the Bourne School and Seaside Road is
described as a 'rat-run'. It is suggested that the roads are too busy to make
alternative forms of transport safe. Four potential sites were suggested for new
pedestrian crossings surrounding the Bourne School to make the area safer. The
community identified land at the side of the railway as available, and suggested
that this may be an alternative location for the bus terminus.

5.9

Other issues in the Town Centre identified by the community included:
The need for a community facility
The poor state of Seaside Road, given its importance to tourism due to close
proximity to the Pier
The capacity of the Bourne School and its ability to cope with additional
population
The need for more cycle lanes

Neighbourhood 2: Upperton

Number of people attending event: 19

5 Sustainable Neighbourhood Assessment

5.10

(68% from Upperton)

Overall, the residents of Upperton appear to relatively happy with their
neighbourhood. They have identified a number of aspects about their
neighbourhood that they like. These include:
Convenient access to the Town Centre and related services;
The high quality of buildings and architecture;
The availability of bus services.

5.11

Features of the neighbourhood that are disliked by the community include:
The number of large blocks of flats which detract from the views;
The large number of houses that have been converted into flats;
The lack of bus shelters at bus stops.

5.12

Litter, Graffiti and Vandalism does not seem to be a major issue, with the main
problem being at night from people who are walking back from the Town Centre.

5.13

The community's level of satisfaction with the amount of trees and open spaces,
and facilities for children and young people is relatively low, although no-one
made any comments to suggest why this could be the case.

5.14

Upperton is considered to be relatively friendly for pedestrians, although not so
much for cyclists. Speeding on some of the wide, hilly roads in the neighbourhood
means it can be dangerous for pedestrians and unattractive for cyclists; Lewes
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5.15

Traffic does appear to be an important issue in Upperton. It is considered that
there are too many cars parking on-street on both sides of the road, and it is
suggested that this is due to parking charges in the Town Centre. The high levels
of traffic using Kings Drive have had the effect of turning a number of roads in
Upperton into 'rat-runs'.

Neighbourhood 3: Seaside

Number of people attending event: 9

(89% from Seaside)

5.16

There were very few comments about features of Seaside that the community
like. The only remark was regarding the ample number of buses travelling along
Seaside.

5.17

Comments from the community regarding the aspects of their neighbourhood
that they dislike included:
The high number of empty and vacant shops;
The quality of the bus service.

5.18

There was also a comment about the difficultly in remaining in the neighbourhood
as people grow older, which is a key factor in a sustainable neighbourhood. This
is due to a lack of single-level accommodation and facilities for people with
mobility problems.

5.19

The community have indicated that litter, graffiti and vandalism isn't a significant
problem in the neighbourhood. It is suggested that litter is generally well
managed, but there are problems with dog mess, which could be solved with
more litter bins. The community are also generally satisfied with the amount of
trees and greenspaces in their neighbourhood, although there are no further
comments to indicate why this is.

5.20

The neighbourhood is not considered to be pedestrian and cyclist friendly, with
over 70% of respondents indicating that it is not all all friendly. This is explained
through the lack of cycle routes, meaning cycling on the pavement which is a
danger to pedestrians. It is suggested that more cycle routes will encourage
people not to use their cars. Traffic appears to be a significant problem in the
neighbourhood, particularly on the side-roads when Seaside is congested, with
high traffic levels being attributed to the Eastbourne Park link roads never being
developed.

5.21

It is considered that there are not enough services and facilities in the
neighbourhood, such as GP's, dentists and chemists, to cope with the existing
population, let along with an increased one. The decrease in the number of
individual shops in the neighbourhood is also a concern for the community, as
is the loss of the Marine Parade Post Office which means residents in parts of
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Road is specifically mentioned as an example of this. Also, there are a lack of
connection between cycle routes, and more across Eastbourne Park would be
welcomed.

the neighbourhood have to walk a significant distance to find an alternative
facility. There are worries that the redevelopment of the Town Centre will cause
further deterioration to the local shopping offer in Seaside.
Neighbourhood 4: Old Town

Number of people attending event: 41

5.22

(66% from Old Town)

The community of the Old Town identified a number of aspects of their
neighbourhood that they like. These included:
The Victorian architecture;
The range of housing types;
High levels of biodiversity due to many gardens, allotments, trees and
downland;
Being very accessible for shops, parks, schools, doctors, dentists and buses;
Also being very accessible to parks such as Motcombe Gardens and Gildredge
Park;
Good provision of bus stops and regular bus service.
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5.23

There were also a number of aspects that they dislike about their neighbourhood,
including:
High number of front gardens that have been concreted over;
Poor employment opportunities for existing population, let alone increased
population;
Low number of trees in parts of the neighbourhood;
Lack of social housing, especially that caters for families;
Lack of opportunities for cyclists;
Indirect bus routes.

5.24

There is no consensus in Old Town regarding whether or not litter, graffiti and
vandalism is a problem. 46% of respondents feel that it is not a significant
problem, but 42% feel that it is a significant problem. It is suggested that
problems lie with the amount of litter left from picnics in the parks and the
vandalism done to the Manor House (the former Towner Art Gallery).

5.25

The community are happy with the amount of trees and open spaces in their
neighbourhood, with 60% saying they are very satisfied. It is evident that trees
are very important in Old Town, although tree roots can sometimes be a problem
where they affect the footpaths. Accessibility to the Downs is also important to
the residents of Old Town.

5.26

The Old Town community do not agree on whether or not there are enough
facilities for children and young people. The general opinion is that there are
enough facilities for younger children but not enough for older children and
teenagers, which it is suggested results in vandalism. It is suggested that these
problems could be solved by creating skate park and bmx tracks, or by using
space in car parks to provide all-weather multi-sport pitches.
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The community have indicated that they think their neighbourhood is pedestrian
friendly, but it is not friendly for cyclists. It is suggested that there are very few
cycle routes and those that do exist often end suddenly. Also, some roads in the
neighbourhood are too busy and dangerous for cyclists.

5.28

Traffic appears to be a significant issue in Old Town. The area around the Green
Street / Victoria Drive junction is of significant concern, and this problem is
intensified by parking along Albert Parade. The traffic problems in this area may
mean a decrease in support for local shops. The amount of traffic around the
schools is also identified as a problem, and it is suggested that encouragement
for 'walking buses' and reduction in speed limits could help solve this problem.

5.29

The Old Town community generally appear to be happy with their neighbourhood.
They are pleased with the low crime rate, and that the area has many of the
advantages of living in a village, including housing, local shops, open spaces,
and 'like-minded people looking after each other'.

Neighbourhood 5: Ocklynge/Rodmill

Number of people attending event: 111

5.30

(86% from Ocklynge/Rodmill)

There are a number of aspects of the Ocklynge/Rodmill neighbourhood that the
community like, and these include:
Peace and quiet;
Wildlife;
Access to the Downs;
Good local services, including Post Office, shops, library and GP surgery;
Good bus service;
Cross Levels Way cycle path.

5.31

There are also a number of aspects about the neighbourhood that the community
dislike. Some of the comments made include:
Parking problems in the Rodmill area, especially due to hospital and college;
Lack of community and social responsibility;
Too few jobs;
Too much litter and dumping;
Not enough cycle lanes;
Bus services are poor at weekends.

5.32

Within Ocklynge/Rodmill, 93% of respondents feel that Litter, Graffiti and
Vandalism is a very significant problem. The community feel that the main cause
of this are schoolchildren, especially in the Rodmill area. The community also
feel that there is not enough facilities for children and young people, especially
for the younger children. They have also identified an issue with the capacity of
schools in the area
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5.27

5.33

The amount of trees and open spaces also appears to be an issue, with 73% of
respondents feeling that there is not enough. The main concern seems to be
with the lack of trees in the neighbourhood and there are suggestions that
planting more trees could help absorb CO2 emissions.

5.34

Once again, traffic appears to be a significant issue in the Ocklynge/Rodmill
neighbourhood. The amount of traffic on Kings Drive, Rodmill roundabout and
Rodmill Drive is a very common complaint, and it is felt that more housing in
the neighbourhood would increase the problem. The issue of parking in the
Rodmill area is also mentioned again. The need for more cycle lanes is cited as
a way of reducing the impact of the car in this neighbourhood.

Neighbourhood 6: Roselands/Bridgemere

5 Sustainable Neighbourhood Assessment

Number of people attending event: 5

(40% from Roselands/Bridgemere)

5.35

Due to the low turn-out at the Roselands/Bridgemere event, there were very
few comments from the community about what they like and dislike about their
neighbourhood. No-one commented on aspects that they dislike, and the only
other comment was that they are "Happy with Roselands, please don't change
it".

5.36

The few people who completed the surveys indicated that Litter, Graffiti and
Vandalism is not considered a problem in Roselands/Bridgemere, and there is a
level of satisfaction with the amount of trees and open spaces. Facilities for
children and young people appears to be a slight problem, with comments
suggesting that there is not enough provision for the over 12's and play areas
should be increased in Roselands' parks. Pedestrian and cyclist facilities also
appears to be a slight problem.

5.37

There is some concern over traffic around the Courtlands Road Industrial Estate,
including parking for local businesses and lorries turning and using residential
roads to access the estate.

Neighbourhood 7: Hampden Park

Number of people attending event: 29

5.38

(79% from Hampden Park)

There are a number of aspects of the Hampden Park neighbourhood that the
community like, and these include:
Close proximity of shops and railway station;
Hampden Park and Decoy Pond;
Trees at Tugwell Park

5.39

There were also a number of aspects that they dislike about their neighbourhood,
including:
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5.40

There is no consensus over whether or not litter, graffiti and vandalism is a
problem in Hampden Park. However, comments suggest that it is a problem at
certain times and in certain areas. Similarly, the community have differing levels
of satisfaction with the amount of trees and open spaces. It is suggested that
there are a number of good parks like Hampden Park and Tugwell Park, but they
need to be looked after better.

5.41

The community do have strong feelings over facilities for children and young
people, and they believe that there are not enough of them. They request that
the play areas in Willingdon Trees are not built on, and that more provision is
made for teenagers to keep them out of trouble.

5.42

Hampden Park is not very friendly for pedestrians and cyclists, according to
respondents. The main issues are in relation to the poor quality of footpaths and
the lack of dropped curbs for people with mobility problems. Parking is also cited
as a problem but there is strong feeling that no parking meters are required.

5.43

The Brassey Parade shopping area attracted a number of comments from the
community. They feel that the area needs improving and at least one large shop
is required to increase the use of the area, which will improve the quality of the
amenities and bring money into the areas.

Neighbourhood 8: Langney

Number of people attending event: 4

(75% from Langney)

5.44

There were no comments from the community regarding aspects of their
neighbourhood that they like or dislike.

5.45

Only two people completed the surveys and neither indicated significant problems
with litter, graffiti and vandalism, trees and open spaces, facilities for children
and young people, and pedestrian and cyclists facilities.

5.46

The only other comment was in relation to a site in the Mountney Levels having
potential for a nature reserve.

Neighbourhood 9: Shinewater/North Langney

Number of people attending event: 4
Langney)

43

(50% from Shinewater/North
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Problems with street cleanliness in certain areas, especially behind the
parades of shops;
Too many high fences;
Lack of employment opportunities;
Limited retail offer;
Improvements needed to Tugwell Park;
Limited bus service.

5.47

There were few comments about features of Shinewater/North Langney that the
community like. The only remarks was regarding the Shinewater Park and the
local provision of shops and schools. There were also very few comments about
aspects of Shinewater that the community dislike. This was in relation to the
poor provision of cycle paths.

5.48

The only other comment was regarding traffic; it is very heavy at peak times,
and more housing will increase this problem.

Neighbourhood 10: Summerdown/Saffrons

Number of people attending event: 18

5.49

(33% from Summerdown/Saffrons)

The community of Summerdown/Saffrons identified a number of aspects of their
neighbourhood that they like. These include:
Mix of housing;
Clean and tidy;
Views to Downs;
Wildlife;
Close to services and facilities;
Good bus service in some areas.
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5.50

There are also a number of aspects about the neighbourhood that the community
dislike. Some of the comments made include:
Lack of social diversity and community spirit;
Poor maintenance of street gutters;
Lack of cycle routes;
Lack of community facilities and access to University of Brighton's facilities;
Poor bus service in some areas.

5.51

The community do not consider that Litter, Graffiti and Vandalism is a problem
in their neighbourhood. They are also relatively satisfied with the amount of trees
and open spaces, although it is suggested that there is a problem with a shortage
of allotments.

5.52

There are not enough facilities for children and young people in
Summerdown/Saffrons, according to the results of the survey. Comments suggest
the need for skate parks in Gildredge Park and Old Town Recreation Ground as
areas for older children to 'hang out'. However, it is considered that there are
good facilities for younger children.

5.53

The community do not appear to have strong feelings about how friendly their
neighbourhood is for pedestrians, however they do believe that it is unfriendly
for cyclists. It is suggested that as the neighbourhood is a relatively low traffic
area, it would be useful to introduce provision for cyclists. Parking appears to
be an issue in the neighbourhoood, particularly around Vicarage Road/Greys
Road and in Old Orchard Road, as does the speed of drivers, which "deters cyclists
and walkers".
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Number of people attending event: 61

5.54

(90% from Meads)

The Meads neighbourhood attracted a large number of comments from the
community about what they like and dislike about their neighbourhood. The
positive features of their neighbourhood included:
The building character and absence of high rise developments;
The community spirit;
Street Trees;
Good bus service.

5.55

However, there were a large number of features of their neighbourhood that
they found to be negative, including:
Excessive signage;
Poor quality and uneven pavements;
Parking, especially around University of Brighton;
Poor access to medical services;
Lack of community facilities;
No bus service along the seafront.

5.56

The general feeling in Meads is that litter, vandalism and graffiti is not a major
problem, although some comments suggest that there is a problem with lack of
dog bins and the students dropping litter.

5.57

The community appear to be very satisfied with the amount of trees and open
spaces in their neighbourhood. Some problems have been cited with tree roots
causing damage to the pavement but it is recognised that there needs to be a
balance between trees and pavement quality.

5.58

The amount of facilities for children and young people appears to be an issue in
Meads. It appears that the residents are awake of the lack of play facilities, but
are unconcerned because this reflects the more elderly age profile of the
neighbourhood. However, one respondent commented on the need to encourage
younger people into the area.

5.59

Meads is relatively pedestrian friendly, according to respondents to the survey,
but is unfriendly for cyclists. The comments suggest that there are problems
with the quality of the pavements. There is no overall agreement on cycling in
the neighbourhood, with some people wanting more cycle paths but others
suggesting that cyclists are dangerous and should especially be kept off the
promenade.

5.60

In terms of traffic, the Meads community feel that Meads Street is becoming
congested and there are problems with insufficient parking. Some suggest that
Meads Street become a one-way street and that parking should be abandoned
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Neighbourhood 11: Meads

altogether. There are also problems in the area with large delivery vehicles , and
it is considered that the problem will worsen due to the new Tesco. There are
also parking problems around the private schools.
5.61

There appears to be some difference of opinion regarding the University of
Brighton students in the area; some think that they have a negative effect by
using parking spaces and creating litter, while others think that the university is
important to the area and needs support. There is an identified issue with a lack
of medical facilities in the neighbourhood, and with the opening of the public
space in the All Saints development.

Neighbourhood 12: Ratton/Willingdon Village

Number of people attending event: 22
Village)

5.62

(91% from Ratton/Willingdon

The aspects of the Ratton/Willingdon Village neighbourhood that the community
like include:
Not too many properties
Trees have been preserved

5.63

Comments from the community regarding the aspects of their neighbourhood
that they dislike include:
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The loss of the Post Office
Few local shops
Poor bus service
5.64

There is a division over whether or not litter, graffiti and vandalism is a problem
in the neighbourhood, although the majority feel that it is not a significant
problem. They do, however, feel that there are not enough facilities for children
and young people, but there are no comments to explain why this is. The
community's general feeling is that they are satisfied with the amount of trees
and open spaces, although once again there are no further explanations.

5.65

Ratton/Willingdon isn't particularly friendly toward pedestrians and even less so
towards cyclists, and it is suggested that there is a need for a cycle lane between
Willingdon roundabout and Victoria Drive. The amount of traffic on the main
roads is also cited as a major concern for residents and speed limit restrictions
are suggested.

5.66

The community appears not to agree that there is a need for more affordable
housing in the area. It is considered that there is "a lack of facilities associated
with this type of housing" and that affordable housing brings additional problems.
Other concerns in the neighbourhood include:
The designation of Westlords as a village green;
The lack of local facilities such as a pub and post office;
The state of repair of the listed flint wall in Willingdon Road.
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Number of people attending event: 20
Point)

5.67

(40% from St Anthonys/Langney

There were few comments from the community about aspects of the Town Centre
that they like, and these include:
Princes Park;
Shops on Beatty Road;
Elm Trees;
Good bus service.

5.68

A higher number of negatives were identified, and these are as follows:
Poor state of grass verges in Queens Crescent and Queens Road;
Buildings in poor state of repair;
Problems with surface water flooding;
Pavements are in a poor state of repair;
Lack of car parking;
Lack of cycle routes.

5.69

There appears to be no agreement about how much of a problem litter, graffiti
and vandalism is in St Anthonys/Langney Point, although comments suggest
that dog fouling is a problem and that a dog bin would be useful close to 5 Acre
Field. The community generally do not feel that there are enough trees and open
spaces in the neighbourhood and their comments are mainly focused around the
preservation of 5 Acre Field and Princes Park. They also do not feel that there
are enough facilities for children and young people, especially since the football
pitches have been removed from 5 Acre Field.

5.70

The respondents to the survey have indicated that they don't believe the
neighbourhood to be particularly friendly for pedestrians, and not at all friendly
for cyclists. There are a large number of busy roundabouts that are not
cycle-friendly and the pavements in some areas are in a poor state of repair.
The main traffic problems appear to be related to the area around Tollgate School
and Queens Crescent.

Neighbourhood 14: Sovereign

Number of people attending event: 51

5.71

(92% from Sovereign)

The Sovereign neighbourhood attracted a large number of comments from the
community about what they like and dislike about their neighbourhood. The
positive features of their neighbourhood include:
Varied and attractive building designs;
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Neighbourhood 13: St Anthonys/Langney Point

Good access to services and facilities, so no need to rely on buses;
Access to beaches
5.72

However, there were a large number of features of their neighbourhood that
they found to be negative, including:
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Building density is too high;
Not enough open spaces, social areas or playgrounds;
Inadequate parking;
Limited employment opportunities;
Too many apartments and flats;
Lack of 'local' services, e.g. Newsagents, butcher etc
Need for a new medical centre;
Inadequate bus service;
Poor connections between North and South Harbour;
Congestion on surrounding roads.
5.73

The general feeling in Sovereign is that litter, graffiti and vandalism is not a
significant problem. However, comments suggest that dog fouling is an issue on
some of the paths around the Harbour. Also, there appears to be a problem with
weeding of the walkways.

5.74

The level of satisfaction with the amount of trees and open spaces in the
neighbourhood is extremely low, although the only comment is regarding the
loss of Elm and Horse Chesnut trees across the town. The residents also feel that
there is not at all enough facilities for children and young people. Sovereign
Harbour is described as a 'disgrace for facilities for children' and there is a need
for grassy field and playgrounds.

5.75

Sovereign is relatively friendly for pedestrians and cyclists, and it is suggested
that Sovereign Harbour is one of the only places in town that is 'geared' for
cycling. However, cycling around the harbour can still be confusing as the paths
change sides frequently and are not all joined up. The speed of traffic is an issue
for a number of respondents in the neighbourhood, especially along Atlantic
Drive and Pacific Drive, and it is suggested that a 20 mph speed limit should be
implemented.

5.76

One of the main issues for the residents of Sovereign is a lack of services and
facilities in their neighbourhood. It is considered that there are very few facilities
in relation to the size of the area, especially a community centre and play areas.
It is suggested that the Martello Tower and the land surrounding it could be used
a community and heritage centre.

Statistical Analysis
5.77

The Neighbourhood consultation events including a number of different surveys
for the community to complete. The purpose of these surveys was to support
the assumptions made in the Sustainable Neighbourhood Assessment and to
gather the community's own experiences of how their neighbourhood functions.
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5.78

The experiences of the community in their own area is an important part of
assessing the sustainability of each neighbourhood. It also provides another
opportunity for the community to identify what issues within their neighbourhood
need addressing. The community was asked about their own experiences in four
different aspects of their neighbourhood. These were:
Litter, graffiti and vandalism;
Trees and open spaces;
Facilities for children and young people;
Pedestrian and Cyclist Facilities.

5.79

Consultees were asked to put dots in the appropriate box to indicate how much
of a problem these aspects were in their neighbourhood, using the following
criteria:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Not at all
Not very
To some extent
Quite
Very much so
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Community Surveys
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5.80

To some extent (3)

Very much so (5)

Neighbourhood 4: Old
Town

Neighbourhood 5:
Ocklynge/Rodmill

To some extent (3)

Not very (2)

Neighbourhood 7:
Hampden Park

Neighbourhood 8:
Langney

Not at all (1)

To some extent (3)

Neighbourhood 3:
Seaside

Neighbourhood 6:
Roselands/Bridgemere

To some extent (3)

Neighbourhood 2:
Upperton

To some extent (3)

To some extent (3)

Very much so (5)

Not at all (1)

Very much so (5)

Quite (4)

To some extent (3)

Not at all (1)

Please indicate how
satisfied you are
with the amount of
trees and
greenspaces in your
neighbourhood

Please indicate how
much of a problem
you think litter,
vandalism and
graffiti is in your
neighbourhood.

Quite (4)

Trees & Open Space

Litter, Graffiti &
Vandalism

Neighbourhood 1:
Town Centre

Neighbourhood

Table 11 Results from the Community Surveys

Not very (2)

Not very (2)

Not very (2)

Not very (2)

To some extent (3)

To some extent (3)

Not very (2)

Not at all (1)

Quite (4)

Not very (2)

Not very (2)

To some extent (3)

Quite (4)

Not very (2)

Quite (4)

Not very (2)

Not very (2)

Not very (2)

n/a

n/a

Not very (2)

Not very (2)

Not very (2)

Not very (2)

Cyclists

Please indicate how friendly you think
your neighbourhood is for pedestrians and
cyclists.

Please indicate
whether you think
there are enough
facilities for
children and young
people in your
neighbourhood.
Pedestrians

Pedestrian & Cyclist Facilities

Facilities for
Children & Young
People

The average results for each neighbourhood are presented in the table below.
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Not very (2)

Not very (2)

To some extent (3)

To some extent (3)

To some extent (3)

Neighbourhood 11:
Meads

Neighbourhood 12:
Ratton/Willingdon
Village

Neighbourhood 13: St
Anthonys/Langney
Point

Neighbourhood 14:
Sovereign
Not at all (1)

To some extent (3)

Quite (4)

Quite (4)

Quite (4)

Not very (2)

Please indicate how
satisfied you are
with the amount of
trees and
greenspaces in your
neighbourhood

Please indicate how
much of a problem
you think litter,
vandalism and
graffiti is in your
neighbourhood.

To some extent (3)

Trees & Open Space

Litter, Graffiti &
Vandalism

Neighbourhood 10:
Summerdown/Saffrons

Neighbourhood 9:
Shinewater/North
Langney

Neighbourhood

Not at all (1)

Not very (2)

Not very (2)

Not very (2)

Not very (2)

Not very (2)

Quite (4)

To some extent (3)

To some extent (3)

To some extent (3)

To some extent (3)

Not very (2)

Quite (4)

Not at all (1)

Not very (2)

Not very (2)

Not very (2)

Not very (2)

Cyclists

Please indicate how friendly you think
your neighbourhood is for pedestrians and
cyclists.

Please indicate
whether you think
there are enough
facilities for
children and young
people in your
neighbourhood.
Pedestrians

Pedestrian & Cyclist Facilities

Facilities for
Children & Young
People
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5.81

From the results it appears that litter, graffiti and vandalism is not a significant
problem in most neighbourhoods, except for the Town Centre and
Ocklynge/Rodmill, and it is not at all a problem in Roselands/Bridgemere. The
level of satisfaction with Trees and Open Spaces varies from neighbourhood to
neighbourhood, although it seems to be a particular problem in the Town Centre,
Sovereign and Ocklynge/Rodmill. There are not enough facilities for children and
young people in any of the 14 neighbourhoods, especially in the Town Centre
and Sovereign. The survey also indicates that neighbourhoods are less friendly
for cyclists and pedestrians, with particular problems in St Anthonys/Langney
Point. The results of these surveys are investigated further in the summary of
each neighbourhood event.

5.82

The results of these surveys will be incorporated into the revised sustainability
assessment for each neighbourhood.
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Walking Distance Survey
5.83

The surveys at the consultation events including one on the distance that the
community would expect to walk to specific services and facilities. The purpose
of undertaking this survey was to validate the walking distance standards used
in the Sustainable Neighbourhood Assessment to calculate accessibility standards
for services and facilities.

5.84

Consultees were asked to indicate how far they would ideally expect to walk to
a number of different services and facilities. They did this by putting a dot in one
of the following time periods:
less than 5 minutes
less than 10 minutes
less than 15 minutes
less than 20 minutes
more than 20 minutes

5.85

The full results of the Walking Distance Survey is presented in the table below.

Table 12 Results from the Walking Distance Survey

Facility

<5
minutes

< 10
minutes

<15
minutes

<20
minutes

>20
minutes

Total

Bus Stop

117

42

6

0

0

165

5

30

23

1

1

60

Playground

15

27

11

1

1

55

Playing Field

16

18

18

4

2

58

Park/Garden

31

35

24

10

1

101

Natural Greenspace

53

36

21

9

2

121

Allotment

16

11

15

3

7

52

GP Surgery

20

62

40

15

2

139

Amenity Area
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< 10
minutes

<15
minutes

<20
minutes

>20
minutes

Total

Pharmacy

20

51

18

8

0

97

Opticians

4

4

13

12

19

52

Community Facility

9

31

20

3

1

64

Newsagent

37

52

20

1

0

110

Post Office

30

66

30

4

2

132

Convenience Shop

33

60

21

3

3

120

Primary School

6

17

30

13

3

69

Secondary School

0

4

18

25

15

62

5.86

A statistical analysis was undertaken on these results to calculate the average
distance that the community would expect to walk for each facility. This allows
a comparison to be made between the standards used in the Sustainable
Neighbourhood Assessment and the community’s expectations. The comparison
is presented in the table below.

Table 13 Current and expected walking distance standards

Facility

Current Standard

Community Expectation

Bus Stop

< 5 minutes

< 5 minutes

Amenity Area

< 10 minutes

< 10 minutes

Playground

< 10 minutes

< 10 minutes

Playing Field

< 15 minutes

< 10 minutes

Park/Garden

< 15 minutes

< 10 minutes

Natural Greenspace

< 20 minutes

< 10 minutes

Allotment

< 15 minutes

< 15 minutes

GP Surgery

< 15 minutes

< 10 minutes

Pharmacy

< 15 minutes

< 10 minutes

Opticians

< 20 minutes

< 20 minutes

Community Facility

< 10 minutes

< 10 minutes

Newsagent

< 10 minutes

< 10 minutes

Post Office

< 15 minutes

< 10 minutes

Convenience Shop

< 15 minutes

< 10 minutes

Primary School

< 15 minutes

< 15 minutes

Secondary School

< 20 minutes

< 20 minutes
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<5
minutes

Facility

5.87

Overall, there is not a significant difference in the standards used in the
Sustainable Neighbourhood Assessment and the expectations of the community,
with nine of the 16 facilities agreeing on walking distance. The community expects
to walk a slightly shorter distance for six of the 16 facilities, but this is only by
5 minutes. The only facility were there is a considerable difference in expectation
is the Natural Greenspaces, which the community expect to walk less than 10
minutes to, whereas the standard was set at less than 20 minutes.

5.88

The standards will be reviewed in the next stage of the Sustainable Neighbourhood
Assessment, taking into account the results from the Walking Distance Survey.
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Key Messages
5.89

There are a number of key messages and common themes that have come out
of the neighbourhood consultation events in relation to the Sustainable
Neighbourhood Assessment. Some of these are issues that appear to affect the
whole town, whilst others are ones that are commented on very often in just
one neighbourhood.

5.90

The lack of cycling facilities is a very common theme that was mentioned at the
majority of events. The general feeling across the town is that there are not
enough cycle paths and lanes, and the community feel that cycling on the road
is too dangerous. They are also frustrated that the existing cycle lanes do not
join up. It is considered that an increase in the provision of cycle lanes would
encourage many more people to cycle, which could go some way to reduce the
amount of traffic on the roads and the amount of pollution and CO2 emissions.

5.91

The lack of employment opportunities in the town is an issue that was raised in
a number of neighbourhood. There is particular fear that the situation will worsen
due to the number of houses to be built across the town.

5.92

The provision of buses is also another common theme, although opinion is divided
as to the quality of the bus service, not only across different parts of town, but
also within each neighbourhood. There were a large number of people who were
pleased with the quality of the bus service, but equally there were a lot who were
not so happy because of routes that are no longer served or with the poor
frequency of service.

5.93

The amount of traffic in each neighbourhood is something that was mentioned
at nearly all consultation events. There were a number of points identified where
congestion is a particular problem, and these include areas such as Kings Drive
and the Rodmill roundabout, the Victoria Drive/Green Street junction, and St
Anthony's Avenue and Tesco roundabout.

5.94

Parking appears to be an issue in the majority of neighbourhoods. In some areas,
consultees have complained that they are unable to find a parking space close
to their homes due to too much on-street parking, and not enough off-street
parking for residents and visitors. In the areas surrounding the Town Centre,
there have been comments about the increased number of parked cars due to
displacement from the Town Centre since the parking charges have been
introduced.
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Another common complaint is the general lack of facilities for children and young
people across the town. A number of different neighbourhoods feel under provided
in terms of playgrounds, but there is particular concern about the lack of activities
for older children and teenagers.

5.96

One specific issue which attracted a large number of comments was the state of
the services and facilities in the Sovereign neighbourhood. The community feel
strongly that there are not enough services and facilities in the area, and they
particularly mentioned the lack of a community centre, a medical centre and
children's play space.

Suggested Changes to Methodology
5.97

At the neighbourhood consultation events, the community was asked to comment
on the results of the Sustainable Neighbourhood Assessment for their area. They
were encourage to identify facilities that had not been taken account of, notify
us of changes to land uses in the area, or general errors made in the assessment.
This resulted in the collection of a number of suggestions for amendments, which
will be taken into account in the revision of the Sustainable Neighbourhood
Assessment.

5.98

This process also attracted comments on the methodology used for the
assessment and suggestions about how it can be improved. These included
comments on how the neighbourhood boundaries have been drawn, the criteria
used to assess the neighbourhoods, and the relevance of the quality of the data
used.

Neighbourhood Boundaries
5.99

Generally, the communities seemed satisfied with the neighbourhood boundaries
drawn how they are. However, there were some suggestions for changes to some
of the neighbourhoods.

5.100 There were a number of comments at the Sovereign neighbourhood event
suggesting that the Kingsmere area should not be included within the Sovereign
neighbourhood. It was felt that Sovereign Harbour should be treated as a separate
entity and not combined with Kingsmere as this distorts the sustainability ranking.
This comment was made a number of different times by different consultees,
however there were no suggestions as to which neighbourhood Kingsmere should
in included in.
5.101 The only other comment made regarding the neighbourhood boundaries was in
relation to Langney Green, which is currently part of Neighbourhood 8: Langney.
It was felt by one consultee that this area was more closely related to
Neighbourhood 13: St Anthony's/Langney Point and that it may be appropriate
for the boundary to be changed as such.
Assessment Methodology
5.102 There were comments made about the method used to measure accessibility to
services and facilities. Currently this involves drawing a catchment for each
service or facility based on the walking distance standard to identify which areas
have access to the service or facility. The comment was that this method does
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5.95

not take into account natural boundaries or area that can't be passed through
to access the service or facility. It was suggested that the accessibility catchments
be amended so that they take into account areas that the services and facilities
cannot be accessed from.
5.103 There were a few comments suggesting that Public Houses are important
community facilities that make a neighbourhood more sustainable, and that these
should be included within the 'Services and Facilities' part of the assessment.
5.104 A comment was made about the method of assessing the amount of Affordable
housing for each neighbourhood. The current method used to assess this is the
number of properties owned by Eastbourne Homes and their distribution across
the neighbourhood. It was felt that this did not truly represent the amount of
affordable housing in each neighbourhood as it does not take into account
accommodation provided by housing associations. This method was used due to
a lack of available data for other types of affordable housing, however there may
be opportunity in the revision of the assessment to include information on the
total number of affordable housing units developed in the neighbourhood over
a certain time period.
Other criticisms
5.105 One comment suggested that the use of data from the 2001 census is misleading
and trends are likely to have changed since then, especially in Neighbourhood
14: Sovereign which has seen a high level of development since that time.
However, data from the 2001 census is the only source of certain types of data
that can be manipulated to neighbourhood level.
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What happens next?
5.106 The next stage is to revise the Sustainable Neighbourhood Assessment, taking
into account using the information that was gathered about each neighbourhood
at the consultation events.
5.107 There were a number of amendments suggested that could be made to the
methodology, and any relevant suggestions will be taken into account before
the revision of the assessment is completed. This includes the results from the
walking distance survey, which will be used to amend the accessibility standards
for services and facilities. The information from the community surveys will be
used in the actual assessment to ensure that it reflects the concerns and issues
of the community and how they feel about their neighbourhood.
5.108 Other issues picked up through the consultation that are not relevant for the
Sustainable Neighbourhood Assessment will be passed on to the relevant
departments for them to look into.
5.109 The final Sustainable Neighbourhood Assessment will be used to inform the
development of policies for each neighbourhood in the Core Strategy, which is
scheduled for public consultation in early 2011.
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6.1

The consultation events offered the community the chance to make any other
general comments that they may have. The non-neighbourhood specific comments
are summarised below. Any general comments that are specific to a particular
neighbourhood have been taken into account earlier in the report. A full account
of the general comments can be found in Appendix B3.

6.2

Some consultees commented on how they appreciate the chance to be consulted.
A number of people also made comments praising the layout of the presentation
and thanking the Council officers for being friendly and knowledgeable.
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